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Abstract

As the investment on a dedicated quality control stations is not desirable for limited production batches. In general, those systems result in very 
optimised systems and the lack of flexibility since they are designed for an ad-hoc production. To provide a solution for those cases, a new model 
to design a flexible quality inspection system is proposed. This paper introduces FlexRQC (Flexible Robotic Quality Control) a model for 
characterising flexible robot-driven quality control stations. FlexRQC is divided into two domains: The Quality Control Station Domain (QCSD) 
and the Model Under Inspection Domains (MUID). FlexRQC takes advantage of 3D CAD systems to get spacial information on the quality 
control station and the quality requirement. The flexibility of the model has been successfully tested in two quality control station setups and 
various solid rigid objects.
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1. Introduction

Current quality control systems used for the quality control 
assurance of the fabrication processes of solid objects are most 
commonly dedicated systems, that target a single model or a 
series of similar ones. This degree of specialisation of the 
current Quality Control Stations (QCS) allows them to achieve 
high levels of efficiency, and thus, are desirable for mass 
production. However, in the case of those product batches that 
are manufactured on-demand, usually for a limited period, the 
requirements continuously change. In such productions 
scenarios, dedicated QCSs are not viable investments.
However, quality assurance is still desired [1]. To meet the
requirement of continuously changing demand, QCSs that are
flexible and can inspect different types of objects are required.

In [2], the flexibility provided by robots as central agents of 
QCSs has been demonstrated. FlexRQC will also consider the 
robot as a prominent player and will be in charge of offering 
flexibility. The structure and tools that this QCS will contain 
are uncertain as different Models Under Inspection (MUI) will 
require different inspection technologies. To be able to define 

unequivocally the elements involved in the flexible QCS, a
description conceptual framework must be specified. This sort 
of frames, referred to as ontologies, are well known and have 
been developed for many domains of knowledge. Besides, they
offer development process [3], tools [4] and validation methods 
[5].

This work aims to develop a model for flexible robot-driven 
QCSs systems, named FlexRQC (Flexible Robotic Quality 
Control). As a guideline for the robotic part of the model, the 
IEEE CORA [6] ontology was used. Unlike others [7], [8], the 
model proposed in this work extends previous models enabling 
to create a technology-independent, flexible inspection system.
The FlexRQC model serves to ease the definition and 
implementation of the inspection procedure of MUIs. Tools 
capturing the information from 3D CAD software and 
transferring into the FrlexRQC model has also been developed. 
This user-oriented approach allows the model’s implementation 
to be usable.
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2. FLEXRQC MODEL

This section describes the FlexRQC model. The FlexRQC
model starts by defining the two main elements present in a 
quality control scenario. These are (i) the technologies and 
supporting hardware that will run the inspection and (ii) the 
target of the inspection, the QCS and the MUI, respectively.

As a QCS example, in Fig. 1 a laboratory prototype 
containing five inspection technologies can be seen. In this 
prototype, there are two 2D inspection technologies, both 
integrated into the same post. The first one uses a direct-light 
and the second one a back-light. Besides, it contains three 3D 
inspection systems: a 3D laser scan, a deflectometry [9][10] and 
a photometric stereo.

Fig. 1: A lab. prototype with multiple inspection tech

QCS and MUI will now be further described with the aid of 
a UML diagram (Fig. 2). The QCS can be defined as a cell or 
installation that is responsible for performing the inspection. 
Being this the case of a robot-driven system, an essential 

element of the QCS is the robot itself. The robot is a task-based 
agent that operates the QCS. The main robot task is to move the 

object to be inspected from the picking position (Fig. 1-Fig. 3), 
thought the different QCSs and take back to the final place
position (it can be the picking position). The QCS is also 
composed of posts. A post is a region of the QCS that may have 
different functionalities. These posts can be a subsystem that 
performs quality control or a picking area. Additionally, the 
MUI is defined as the theoretical 3D object (CAD model) of the 
object to be inspected. It also contains the quality criterion of 
the model.

Fig. 3. The picking post

The main elements of the Quality Control System Domain 
(QCSD) are the following:

• Robot: The robot is the central element of the system. 
It is the agent responsible for making the whole system operate 
in a unified manner. It does by defining a task-based behaviour 
(pick, place, face the object to the camera, move it from one 
post to the other, etc.) enabling to inspect with different 

available technologies.
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Fig. 2: A simplified UML model of the FlexRQC model
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Usually, this means that the robot will be carrying the object
around the QCS from post to post. Grippers are, as defined in 
the IEEE CORA [6], robotic parts, elements attached to the 
robot.

• Post: Posts are regions of the QCS. Typically one of 
the next three functions may be performed in a post: picking, 
disposal or inspection of the MUIs. Different services can be 
completed in each posts depending on the available devices. 
Those devices can be active elements such as cameras, laser 
scan, lighting system, robot gripper exchangers or linear or 
rotatory stages (i.e. to scan the objects). However, post can also 
contain only passive elements; the most common ones are pick 
and place containers (Fig. 3) or robot calibration references.
The inspection posts usually mixe both active and passive 
elements. The post also contains inspection technologies. They 
are sensors and devices that perform any different data 
acquisition ranging from 3D or 2D cameras to simple ones 
(touch sensor). As an example, an inspection post may serve to 
do a back-light inspection using a 2D camera together with the 
back-light), a rotatory plate for positioning (active element) and 
a stand to place the object (passive element).

On the Model Under Inspection Domain (MUID), the main 
element is the quality criterion.

• Quality Criterion: Quality Criterion define a 
characteristic that is to be measured for each MUI together with 
its ideal values and tolerances. Quality Criterion must thus 
represent a property of the object that can be both measured and 
compared, ranging from dimensional measurements (i.e. a
width - Fig. 11, a radius - Fig. 12, a diameter and a centre - Fig. 
4) to surface inspection, such as aesthetic imperfections.

Fig. 4: Center and diameter

Additionally, several relations are required between the QCS 
and the MUI in the model to guarantee successful quality 
control of the object. The first one originates from the need of 
the QCS to be adapted to each MUI. The unforeseeable 
geometries of the MUIs make the design of the handling 
elements dependent on the object to be inspected. In such a 
case, the grippers and stands, have to be designed for a specific 
MUI, which implies that the QCS has to be designed in a way 
that allows the interchange of these elements depending on the 
selected MUI. Apart from this, the quality criterion and 
inspection technologies are also closely related. While the 
quality criterion described in the MUI define what needs to be 
measured, the inspection technologies are the resources to 

measure the quality criterion. As a result of this relation, the 
quality criterion has to be linked to a specific inspection 
technology with the capacity to measure them.

A robot-driven approach need involves the precise guidance 
of the movements of the robot across the QCS. To do so, the 
exact pose of all the elements in the QCS must be obtained, and 
the spatial transformation tree must be established. This 
transformation tree helps to achieve the relation among all pose 
of interest in the QCS. Some examples of poses of interest are: 
object picks and places poses, image capturing poses, and laser 
scanning pose.

For instance, in order to obtain the pick location of a stand, 
the posterior chain will be used: from the robot to the post, from 
the post to the stand’s place and from there to the picking 
location in the stand. The tool positions, positions relative to the 
flange of the robot used for commanding it, are also calculated 
similarly, mainly depending on the quality criterion’
information. The model is designed taking this nesting into 
account to increase modularity and, together with that, 
flexibility.

3. IMPLEMENTATION

The FlexRQC model was used to produce a prototype for 
medium-sized (3-30cm) solid object inspection. The system
had to fulfil a set of requirements taking into account the use 
that the system will have.

• The data contained by the model must be stored and 
exchanged. For this XML was chosen as information 
representation format. As it is a widely established standard 
with plenty of serialisation options for almost any computing 
language. It also allows representing hierarchical information 
in human-readable form easing development and usability.

• The data contained by the model must be generated 
quickly. Due to the nature of the information that has to be 
recorded (Cartesian 3D positions mainly) the direct generation 
of an XML file by human user results in a too tedious process. 
This process was solved by creating a requirement specification
module on top of a 3D CAD file.

• The responsibility of each user must remain within his 
domain of expertise. This means that the user responsible for 
the annotation of the MUI does not have to have more than 
basic knowledge of robotics or vision systems. One user is 
responsible for identifying and targeting the critical 
characteristics of each MUI, while another user defines the 
setup of the QCS, including the inspection technologies 
available. The final assignation between quality criterion and 
inspection technologies is to be performed using a smart expert 
system that takes into account the characteristics of each quality 
criterion and the capabilities of the available technologies.

• The definition of the QCS is MUI independent. This 
allows multiple MUIs to be applied in a single QCS. This 
requirement was complied by separating elements by 
dependency and not physical hierarchy. This results in the 
division of the information into two separate XMLs: one for the 
QCSD (QCS Description of the cell) and the other for MUID
(MUI Specification of the quality criterion to be measured) 
files.
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• QCSD: The QCSD is the file containing the 
information on the QCS, and it is not MUI dependant. It 
includes the information of all the hardware present on the QCS 
and their configurations. However, it does not contains those 
elements that depend on the MUI, such as robotic grippers and 
the stands.

• MUID: Complementary to the QCSD file, the MUID
file includes the gold standard values and tolerance ranges of 
the quality criterion of the MUI. The declarations of the quality 
criterion should be ultimately inspection technology-
independent. However, this is not entirely true for the 
implementation that was carried out, and some leakage was 
allowed to ease the inspection technology assignment process. 
It also contains the elements that were excluded from the QCSD 
like the grippers and the stands.

The system has been tested in a QCS with the following 
characteristics:

- Back-light: An Opto Engineering Telecentric Lens 
TC2MHR240-C (200x170mm) and a 9.2Mpix Camera 
camera and an area back-light.

- 3D images. Gocator2340 laser scanners.
- Robot: Stäubli TX90
A 3D CAD file was generated, representing the set up of the 

system using the Siemens NX application. This CAD file is the 
source to create the QCSD file. Complementary to this, another 
CAD file was created from who the MUID file was generated.
This CAD file contained the MUI, and its dependent elements 
(grippers and stands). A plugin for the Siemens NX application 
was created to extract information from the CAD files. This 
plugin was developed in C#/.NET using the NXOpen library, 
which NX provides for plugin creation. The plugin allowed to 
create the inspection requirement process and to export it to 
QCSD’s (Fig. 6) and MUID’s (Fig. 7) XML files.

Fig. 5: Full-size prototype

The obtained data was then fed to the software module in 
charge of executing the inspections process on a desktop PC.
This module, developed in C#/.NET, is also in charge of 
controlling all the devices. The robot for safety compliance is 
connected through a PLC system. The robot is controlled 
through a master-slave command-based communication over 
TCP/IP protocol, where the robot is the slave and the PC the 
master. For the analysis of the obtained images, HALCON 12 
image processing library was used.

3.1. XML

The QCSD and MUID are the main elements that are fed 
into the execution software. As previously mentioned, these 
elements were implemented as XML files. To illustrate the 
usage and functioning of this XML files an example will be 
provided.

In a usual setup, a single QCSD is used to define the 
capabilities of the inspection cell while different MUIDs will 
be used which determine both different MUIs and routines for 
each MUI.

As an example, a definition of a QCS containing two 
inspection technologies (2D back-light and 3D laser sensor) is 
provided in Fig. 6. Note that this XML extract is a simplified 
version of the original one. In this extract, it can be seen how 
the cell is composed of the inspection posts and which are 
resolved into a software implementation due to their name
(Post_GOCATOR and Post_RGB). The passive element serves
as position referencing for the pick and place.

Fig. 6: XML of QCSD

As an example of a MUID’s XML, an object with a quality 
criterion measured by back-light imaging and another 
measured by laser profiling is given. The simplified XML 
extract can be found in Fig. 7. The quality criteria defined in 
this example are the ones used later in the paper for validation 
of the system, and examples can be seen in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.
This is defined as the “QualityCriterion” elements in the XML. 
Where each of them is surrounded by a capture element 
“VIEW”. Two captures are present, “VIEW1_” is defined as a
capture meant for the 3D laser profiler (“VIEW3D” tag) while 
“VIEW2_” is directed to the 2D camera (by default). It can be 
seen in the XML how the tolerances are defined for the 
“Width” quality criterion and how the two points used for 
referencing the measurement points are assigned. These are 
transformed into image coordinates during execution and are
shown in Fig. 9as red dots. The quality criterion defined in Fig. 
7 illustrates that the width should be 43mm +-0.1mm.

Author name / Procedia Manufacturing 00 (2019) 000–000 5

Fig. 7: XML of MUID

4. RESULTS

In terms of the adaptability of the system, two different 
prototypes have been created and operated. The first was a 
laboratory prototype which worked with various inspection 
technologies with the robot (Fig. 1). The second was the
industrial prototype (Fig. 5) which included two inspection 
technologies (2D back-light and 3D laser sensor ) with an 
intermediate device. The intermediate device consisted of 
stand-mounted on a combination of linear and rotatory 
actuators. This intermediate device performed the placing of the 
object to be inspected in front of the cameras. The flexibility of 
the system was demonstrated using the same MUIs’ model both 
cells, each one with each own specific QCSD files.

Fig. 8: Qualitative tests (2D Backlight and 3D laser )

In the full-scale prototype, a preliminary test was done using 
both the 2D back-light and the 3D laser sensors to assess the 
precision of the system. The test has consisted of a series of 

measurement. Two sets in the case of the 2D back-light and 
three in the case of the 3D laser. 

Fig. 9: An image of distance measurement using back-light on object 1

Each measurement process included the next steps: First, the 
object is taken from the picking place. After, the robot places 
the part in from of the back-light camera and then below the 
laser scanner. Finally, the object was returned to the initial 
position. The robot always starts and finish all the movement in 
its home position. Without any human intervention, the 
measurement process started again.

The first 19 measurement the 3D laser measurement 
standard deviation is lower than 0.04mm and 0.008mm in the 
case of the 2D back-light. It was observed that the initial
position of the object affects the results.

Fig. 9 shows an image of the distance measurement with the 
2D back-light sensor and Fig. 10 the profile of the 3D laser 
scanner.

Fig. 10: 3D Laser profile on object 1

Besides, three different MUIs have been tested on the 
system. The centre and diameter (Fig. 4), the with between two 
lines (Fig. 11) and a radius (Fig. 12) were measured.
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independent. However, this is not entirely true for the 
implementation that was carried out, and some leakage was 
allowed to ease the inspection technology assignment process. 
It also contains the elements that were excluded from the QCSD 
like the grippers and the stands.

The system has been tested in a QCS with the following 
characteristics:

- Back-light: An Opto Engineering Telecentric Lens 
TC2MHR240-C (200x170mm) and a 9.2Mpix Camera 
camera and an area back-light.

- 3D images. Gocator2340 laser scanners.
- Robot: Stäubli TX90
A 3D CAD file was generated, representing the set up of the 

system using the Siemens NX application. This CAD file is the 
source to create the QCSD file. Complementary to this, another 
CAD file was created from who the MUID file was generated.
This CAD file contained the MUI, and its dependent elements 
(grippers and stands). A plugin for the Siemens NX application 
was created to extract information from the CAD files. This 
plugin was developed in C#/.NET using the NXOpen library, 
which NX provides for plugin creation. The plugin allowed to 
create the inspection requirement process and to export it to 
QCSD’s (Fig. 6) and MUID’s (Fig. 7) XML files.

Fig. 5: Full-size prototype

The obtained data was then fed to the software module in 
charge of executing the inspections process on a desktop PC.
This module, developed in C#/.NET, is also in charge of 
controlling all the devices. The robot for safety compliance is 
connected through a PLC system. The robot is controlled 
through a master-slave command-based communication over 
TCP/IP protocol, where the robot is the slave and the PC the 
master. For the analysis of the obtained images, HALCON 12 
image processing library was used.

3.1. XML

The QCSD and MUID are the main elements that are fed 
into the execution software. As previously mentioned, these 
elements were implemented as XML files. To illustrate the 
usage and functioning of this XML files an example will be 
provided.

In a usual setup, a single QCSD is used to define the 
capabilities of the inspection cell while different MUIDs will 
be used which determine both different MUIs and routines for 
each MUI.

As an example, a definition of a QCS containing two 
inspection technologies (2D back-light and 3D laser sensor) is 
provided in Fig. 6. Note that this XML extract is a simplified 
version of the original one. In this extract, it can be seen how 
the cell is composed of the inspection posts and which are 
resolved into a software implementation due to their name
(Post_GOCATOR and Post_RGB). The passive element serves
as position referencing for the pick and place.

Fig. 6: XML of QCSD

As an example of a MUID’s XML, an object with a quality 
criterion measured by back-light imaging and another 
measured by laser profiling is given. The simplified XML 
extract can be found in Fig. 7. The quality criteria defined in 
this example are the ones used later in the paper for validation 
of the system, and examples can be seen in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.
This is defined as the “QualityCriterion” elements in the XML. 
Where each of them is surrounded by a capture element 
“VIEW”. Two captures are present, “VIEW1_” is defined as a
capture meant for the 3D laser profiler (“VIEW3D” tag) while 
“VIEW2_” is directed to the 2D camera (by default). It can be 
seen in the XML how the tolerances are defined for the 
“Width” quality criterion and how the two points used for 
referencing the measurement points are assigned. These are 
transformed into image coordinates during execution and are
shown in Fig. 9as red dots. The quality criterion defined in Fig. 
7 illustrates that the width should be 43mm +-0.1mm.
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Fig. 7: XML of MUID

4. RESULTS

In terms of the adaptability of the system, two different 
prototypes have been created and operated. The first was a 
laboratory prototype which worked with various inspection 
technologies with the robot (Fig. 1). The second was the
industrial prototype (Fig. 5) which included two inspection 
technologies (2D back-light and 3D laser sensor ) with an 
intermediate device. The intermediate device consisted of 
stand-mounted on a combination of linear and rotatory 
actuators. This intermediate device performed the placing of the 
object to be inspected in front of the cameras. The flexibility of 
the system was demonstrated using the same MUIs’ model both 
cells, each one with each own specific QCSD files.

Fig. 8: Qualitative tests (2D Backlight and 3D laser )

In the full-scale prototype, a preliminary test was done using 
both the 2D back-light and the 3D laser sensors to assess the 
precision of the system. The test has consisted of a series of 

measurement. Two sets in the case of the 2D back-light and 
three in the case of the 3D laser. 

Fig. 9: An image of distance measurement using back-light on object 1

Each measurement process included the next steps: First, the 
object is taken from the picking place. After, the robot places 
the part in from of the back-light camera and then below the 
laser scanner. Finally, the object was returned to the initial 
position. The robot always starts and finish all the movement in 
its home position. Without any human intervention, the 
measurement process started again.

The first 19 measurement the 3D laser measurement 
standard deviation is lower than 0.04mm and 0.008mm in the 
case of the 2D back-light. It was observed that the initial
position of the object affects the results.

Fig. 9 shows an image of the distance measurement with the 
2D back-light sensor and Fig. 10 the profile of the 3D laser 
scanner.

Fig. 10: 3D Laser profile on object 1

Besides, three different MUIs have been tested on the 
system. The centre and diameter (Fig. 4), the with between two 
lines (Fig. 11) and a radius (Fig. 12) were measured.
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Fig. 11: Width (object 2)

Fig. 12: Radius (object 2)

The 3D laser scanning was tested in the laboratory prototype.
In this case, instead of taken only one profile, a complete 
scanning was tested. Fig. 13 shows the cloud point of the object
2 without any filtering, where even the robot’s gripper can be 
observed. And Fig. 14 shows the 3D laser scanning of a larger
object in the same laboratory prototype. In this case, the cloud 
point filtering algorithm has been applied.

The definition of the MUIs file was quickly performed on 
top of CAD models and the manufacturing of the required 
hardware, grippers and stands, was also be delivered promptly 
with fast prototyping systems (3D printing).

Fig. 13: 3D laser scan of the object 1 on lab prototype

Fig. 14: 3D laser scan of the object 3 on the lab. prototype

5. CONCLUSION

This work is a first attempt to create a model that joins both 
the robotic and quality control domains with the intent of 
creating a flexible QCS that will allow for proper automatic 
quality assessment of objects. The proposed model flexibility 
was tested in two different prototypes, three objects and two 
inspection technologies (3D laser and back-light).

The operation of the requirement definition was taught to a 
user. The user was not involved in its development. The user 
was able to independently generate MUIs XML files just with 
rough knowledge on the inspection technologies involved

The software is also oriented towards the introduction of 
new inspection technologies. Several technologies have already 
been introduced during the research process, 3D surface 
analysis, 3D volumetric inspection, profile analysis, silhouette 
inspection and basic OCR for object identification. This variety 
together with the possibility of rapidly integrating new 
technologies gives the system a high level of adaptability.

The increasing performance of state-of-the-art industrial 
robots and machine vision systems and algorithms enable high 
precision measurement. Although this system is currently 
undergoing a testing process, preliminary results show high 
precision on the measurements made with a standard deviation 
below 0.04mm.

The main limitation in the implementation is that the XML 
files are serialised and deserialised directly into C# classes 
using .NET’s default implementation. This means that the 
generated XLM is C# dependent. In future works, the 
programming language dependency should be avoided, and an 
XML validation schema should be developed.
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